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“Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity”

Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. 

Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. 
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.

Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. 
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.

My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.

1.             Trump puts Israeli-Palestinian security coordination at risk
Threats by President Donald Trump to cut aid to the Palestinian Authority endangers the so-called Dayton Force and their
security coordination with Israel.

2. Israelis unite against Polish Holocaust law
A Polish bill threatens to whitewash Poland's participation in massacring Jews during the Holocaust.

3.             Jordan seeks to ease travel burden on Palestinian Jerusalemites
Jordan  recently  announced  its  decision  to  allow  and  arrange  for  Jerusalem's  Palestinians  to  renew  and  receive  official
documents in the city itself, instead of having to travel to Amman, a move widely welcomed by Palestinians.

4. Israel Bank moves forward with gradual annexation of West
The latest proposal to apply Israeli law on West Bank higher education institutions is part of the settlers’ strategy to gradually
annex Palestinian lands.

5. Palestinians wary of Israeli survey at Gaza border crossing
The Israeli army has developed a survey for Palestinian travelers to fill out at the Erez crossing, in what some Palestinians
argue is aimed at gathering intelligence information about the situation in Gaza.

6.             Abbas’ gift to Netanyahu
The Palestinian refusal to return to the negotiating table with Israel to discuss a permanent solution to the conflict has freed 
Israel of its debt to the Americans for their recognition of Jerusalem.

7. Get Out Of The Settlements – Please Sign

Part of an email from Jewish Voice for Peace. Can you sign and share? Thanks.

"the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights released a report announcing a historic database of companies doing
business with illegal Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territories.  But they didn’t name any of the 206 companies
on it.  Luckily, we already know at least some of them.  The Washington Post reported in August that among the American
companies that received letters informing them that they’d be on the UN list were Caterpillar, Priceline.com, TripAdvisor, and
Airbnb.  We don’t have to wait for the database to be made public. It’s time for these four corporations to realize their actions
have consequences. Click here to tell them: get out of the settlement business. 

[https://secure.everyaction.com/-tdli0XX-UKThU8yv--75w2?emci=064f99b0-9007-e811-80c2-00155da75f18&emdi=ec5803d0-
1408-e811-80c2-00155da75f18&ceid=114982&fn=Gearoidin&mn=&ln=Ni%20Gharbhain&em=ger_garvey
%40eircom.net&add1=&ci=&st=&pc=&hp=&mp=&wp=&ep=&oc=&p=&s=]
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8. IDF sounds alarm on Gaza

The Israeli government has been warned by the military that Gaza is on the verge of a humanitarian crisis and that Israel must
act to avoid its total collapse

9. Gaza youth debate political, social issues
Several youth debate initiatives in the Gaza Strip are encouraging young Palestinians to question partisan thinking, collect facts
and consider other points of view.

10. EU is all talk and no action on Israel-Palestine conflict
The past  few weeks  have been transformational  for  the  prospects,  or  rather  lack thereof,  for  peace between  Israel  and
Palestine. US Vice President Mike Pence gleefully confirmed in a speech to the Israeli Knesset that his country's embassy
would move to Jerusalem by the end of 2019, as the US administration announced it would withhold $65m for UNRWA, the UN
agency that  provides services for  Palestinian  refugees.   This,  coupled with  US President Donald Trump's insinuation that
millions of dollars  in  US aid to  the  Palestinian  Authority  (PA)  should be cut after  their  "disrespectful" snub of  Pence,  has
confirmed the current administration's bias towards Israel, underscoring the PA's conclusion that the Americans cannot play a
role in any future peace process. 

Bullying and blackmail of Palestinians

Husam Zomlot, the Palestinian ambassador to the US, said in a speech to the Middle East Institute that Trump had backstabbed
Palestinians, not only taking Jerusalem off the peace table, but also taking "the table altogether".  The Americans continue to
claim they are developing the "deal of the century" while using a combination of bullying and blackmail to attempt to force
Palestinians back to the negotiating table, from which they believe they have removed both Jerusalem and refugees' right of
return.  In his highly analysed speech to the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) Central Council, Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas recommitted to negotiations and peaceful popular resistance as the two strategic pillars to reclaim Palestinian
rights.

However, the PA has shown little leadership in developing a national strategy for popular resistance, and is continuing security
cooperation with Israel - which Abbas has called "sacred".  The central council recommended the suspension of this security
cooperation and, for the first time, urged the PLO's executive committee to adopt the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement as a means of pressuring Israel. It also recommended suspension of the PLO's recognition of Israel and announced
the expiration of the Oslo Accords.  The PLO's Executive Committee recently met in Ramallah to discuss the Central Council's
recommendations. It agreed to set up a higher level committee to study the recommendation to suspend recognition of Israel.
No date was set for it to report on this important decision. There was no mention of the recommendation - made for the second
time - to suspend security cooperation with Israel. In terms of a change in the PA's strategy for achieving Palestinian rights,
there was little emerging from the meetings of the Central Council or Executive Committee. 

Reiteration of longtime position

The key change the PA might be pursuing is a search for an alternative to the US as a sponsor for future peace talks. The PA
initially saw the EU as the prime body to replace the US; shortly after his speech in Ramallah, Abbas flew to Brussels to
meet Federica Mogherini, the high representative of the union for foreign affairs and security policy. What he heard was a
reiteration of the EU's longstanding position. Mogherini     said: "I want to, first of all, reassure President Abbas and his delegation
of the firm commitment of the European Union to the two-state solution, with Jerusalem as shared capital of the two states …
based  on  the  Oslo  Accords  and the  international  consensus  embodied  in  the  relevant  UN Security  Council  resolutions."
Mogherini also reaffirmed the EU's opposition to the "settlement activity that we consider illegal under international law". She
reminded Abbas that the EU has "already invested a great deal in the Palestinian state-building project” and vowed that EU
financial support would continue, "including to UNRWA". 

For his part, Abbas thanked the EU for its financial support and asked that it continue to play a political role in the Middle East
peace process. He reiterated the Palestinian commitment to fighting "terrorism, violence and extremism".  In a direct snub to the
PLO Central Council, Abbas affirmed his commitment to previously signed agreements - meaning Oslo Accords - to which he
said Palestinians had adhered, and urged Israel to implement its responsibilities under the deals. He also called on EU member
states to recognise the state of Palestine.

In a subsequent announcement, Mogherini pledged the EU would contribute an additional €42.5 ($53m) to Palestinians after
Trump’s decision to cut support, including €14.9m to "preserve the Palestinian character of East Jerusalem".  On the political
front, Mogherini told reporters in Brussels that any framework for negotiations must involved "all partners", sending a strong
message that the US could not be excluded: "Nothing without the United States, nothing with the United States alone."

Sustaining the status quo

Thus, far from rising to the occasion and using its historic and financial ties to Israel and Palestine to play a greater political role
in formulating a way out of the current impasse, the EU will simply sustain the status quo.  Nine European states, including
Sweden, already recognise Palestine as a state and it seems Slovenia may be next - yet the EU as a bloc has not given any
indication that it may follow suit. The EU continues to support Israeli universities through its research programme, Horizon 2020,
though it distinguishes between institutions on either side of the Green Line. Its position that Israeli settlements are illegal under
international law has not been matched with commensurate action. 

It took the EU many years to simply take a position that goods from the illegal settlements should be labelled. To counter
Trump's recognition of Jerusalem as Israel's capital, the EU could have moved to ban goods from the settlements and to compel
businesses and banks to seize any activities that support their continued existence through trade. However, there are no signs it
will do this.  Following the decision by Israel to deny entry to human rights activists from EU member states for their solidarity
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and support for BDS, including European elected officials, the EU could have moved to impose a tougher visa regime or even
ban settlers from EU countries due to their violation of international law. This would include some senior Israeli politicians and
members of the extremist Israeli government who are not committed to a two-state solution and have called for annexation of
the West Bank.

Action-light versus action-heavy

The EU could ban the sale of arms to Israel, as these could be used to violently entrench the occupation and to attack Gaza.
The reality is that the EU has the tools to match its words with action, but it has thus far shied away from using any of them. Its
policy can be seen as action-light. In contrast, America's support for Israel is action-heavy, politically through the use of its veto
in the UN Security Council and financially through providing it with half of its annual aid budget, while threatening to reduce the
pittance it gives to Palestinians to bully them into negotiations.  If the EU is to be taken seriously as a broker for peace, it must
make  disruptive  decisions  to  pressure  Israel  -  moves  as  significant  as  America's  recognition  of  Jerusalem  as  Israel’s
capital. Can the EU walk the walk or will it simply continue to talk the talk?
Source:  Kamel Hawash,  EuroPal Forum/MME, 06.02.2018

11. UK Parliament to hear demand for release of Ahed Tamimi
Richard Burden MP, chair of Britain-Palestine All Party Parliamentary Group, announced that he and a group of parliamentarians
will submit an Early Day Motion on Wednesday 7 February 2018 to the British Parliament calling for the release of Ahed Tamimi,
and all child prisoners, from the Israeli  jails. The paper will also demand that Israel should respect human rights and provide
decent living conditions inside the prisons.
 
This came at the end of a session in the British Parliament that the General Union of Palestinian Students in the United
Kingdom organised in cooperation with the Britain Palestine Communication Centre. Twelve members from across the parties
were represented, along with four members of the House of Lords, in addition to representatives of a group of human rights and
media organisations and a large number of Palestinian students.
 
The MPs listened to a number of  statements by a group of Palestinian students  about the occupation’s practices against
Palestinians  in  general  and  against  children,  students  and  women  in  particular.  Bassem  Tamimi,  activist  in  the  Popular
Resistance and the father of the captive child Ahed Tamimi, presented his testimony through a video conference. He reviewed
the circumstances of the arrest of his daughter, and other children, and the poor detention conditions experienced by the child
prisoners in the occupation prisons, before answering the questions of MPs on the developments in Ahed’s case, and his
demands regarding his daughter’s case.
 
This also comes in light of the Palestinian child prisoners Campaign run by the PSC calling upon the British government to
make a public statement that it will take immediate, effective and meaningful action- including through international bodies-to
ensure a list of requirements to be implemented by the Israeli government without delay in regards to detaining children.
Source: EuroPal/MEMO, 01.02.2018
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